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Abstract. We investigate the outcome of collisions of Ceres-sized planetesimals composed of
a rocky core and a shell of water ice. These collisions are not only relevant for explaining
the formation of planetary embryos in early planetary systems, but also provide insight into
the formation of asteroid families and possible water transport via colliding small bodies. Ear-
lier studies show characteristic collision velocities exceeding the bodies’ mutual escape velocity
which—along with the distribution of the impact angles—cover the collision outcome regimes
‘partial accretion’, ‘erosion’, and ‘hit-and-run’ leading to different expected fragmentation sce-
narios. Existing collision simulations use bodies composed of strengthless material; we study the
distribution of fragments and their water contents considering the full elasto-plastic continuum
mechanics equations also including brittle failure and fragmentation.
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1. Introduction
Most simulations of giant impacts use a strengthless material model (e.g., Canup et al.
2013) based on the fact that beyond a certain size (400m in radius, Melosh & Ryan
1997) self-gravity dominates the material’s tensile strength. In Maindl et al. (2014) we
study colliding objects of a size close to this limit and compare strengthless material
simulation (“hydro model”) to a model including material strength leading to elasto-
plastic effects and the possibility of brittle failure (“solid model”). These investigations
are done with our own smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH) code as introduced in
Maindl et al. (2013, 2014) implementing the Grady & Kipp (1980) fragmentation model
(see also Benz & Asphaug 1994) and ensuring first-order consistency (tensorial correc-
tion, described in Scha¨fer et al. 2007). Our scenarios include two objects, the target
consisting of a basalt core (70mass-%) and a shell of water ice (30mass-%) and the
projectile consisting of solid basalt. Projectile and target have a mass of MCeres each.
In total we simulate 42 scenarios (each in both the hydro and solid models) defined by
collision velocities v0 between 0.95 and 5.88 two-body escape velocities vesc (which were
found representative for such impacts in Maindl & Dvorak 2014) and impact angles α
between 0◦ (head-on) and a flyby. We find that while the collision outcome in terms of
merging/erosion/hit-and-run for the solid model is similar to the hydro case we observe
a significantly higher degree of fragmentation and more water loss in the solid case.
Here we will focus on analyzing “significant fragments” surviving the collision in the
solid case regarding their number and water content after the impact as we are interested
in water transport mechanisms in the early solar system (Dvorak et al. 2012).
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v0 α Nfrag α Nfrag α Nfrag α Nfrag α Nfrag α Nfrag
[vesc] [
◦] [◦] [◦] [◦] [◦] [◦]
0.95 0 1 14 1 23 1 25 1 31 1 62 7
1.32 0 1 11 1 21 1 40 1 48 2 - 2
1.36 0 1 11 1 20 1 40 2 48 2 - 2
2.12 0 1 12 1 25 5 50 2 62 6 - 2
3.04 0 39 12 52 25 22 53 2 67 2 - 2
3.97 0 41 13 67 27 35 55 2 72 2 - 2
5.88 0 45 13 60 28 61 58 2 72 2 - 2
Table 1. Number of significant fragments after 2000min simulation time. The scenarios are
characterized by the collision velocity v0 given in units of the two-body escape velocity upon
impact vesc and the impact angle α. The v0 (averaged) and α values are taken from Maindl et al.
(2014).
2. Results
SPH-based simulations resolve continuous bodies into discrete SPH particles carrying
the physical properties of interest and contributing to the physical properties of their
respective volume elements. Because of the high degree of fragmentation after impacts
in the solid model and in order to get a statistically significant number of these discrete
particles we limit our study to fragments with masses mfrag corresponding to at least
20 basalt particles. With our scenarios’ single basalt SPH particle mass of 1.2× 1017 kg
this translates to mfrag > 2.4× 10
18 kg which limits the resolution of our results. Based
on the 42 different collision configurations simulated in Maindl et al. (2014) we get the
numbers Nfrag of such “significant fragments” as listed in Table 1. Each α-Nfrag column
pair corresponds to one initial impact parameter. As projectile and target were placed
five mean diameters apart at the start of the simulation the impact parameters and angles
α changed during the approach depending on mutual gravitational interaction resulting
in the values given in the α columns.
2.1. Fragment properties
In Fig. 1 we relate the numerical results to an analytic model for the outcome of strength-
less planet collisions as presented by Leinhardt & Stewart (2012). In the erosion regime
we find many surviving fragments, which is consistent with the analytic prediction. Also,
most of the one-fragment and two-fragment outcomes are in the appropriate regions.
There is indication however, that the onset of hit-and-run events happens at a higher
impact angle than predicted in the analytic strengthless model: while at an impact an-
gle of 40◦ a velocity of v0 = 1.32 vesc leads to a merge, a slightly higher v0 = 1.36 vesc
produces a hit-and-run outcome (cf. the “1–2” bubble in Fig. 1). At α = 25◦ there is a
Nfrag = 5 outcome that suggests the border between merging and erosion to actually be
at lower velocities for colliding smaller bodies. A closer look at that particular scenario
reveals two major surviving fragments amounting for about 80% of the system mass and
several smaller ones. At α = 62◦, the Nfrag = 6 outcome corresponds to a hit-and-run
where the two main survivors amount for not quite the total mass of the system (around
90mass-%) and several minor fragments. The Nfrag = 7 case however marks the border
to the merging area: among the surviving significant fragments there is only one major
survivor (> 90mass-%). For more details see the systematic discussion of the collision
outcomes using a three-biggest-fragment approach in Maindl et al. (2014).
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Figure 1. Significant surviving fragments for different impact angles α (corresponding to a
dimensionless impact parameter b = sinα) and collision velocities v0 in units of the two-body
escape velocity vesc. The different areas correspond to erosion (red, shaded), partial accretion
(white, α . 30◦), hit-and-run (white, α & 30◦), and perfect merging (blue, hashed) given by the
analytic model for strengthless planet collisions in Leinhardt & Stewart (2012), Fig. 11A. See
text for discussion.
2.2. Water content
In order to get an estimate on the loss of volatiles such as water ice on the surface
of colliding bodies we track the overall water content of significant fragments after the
collision. As initially all the water is present as surface ice on the target amounting to
30mass-% the system’s total water fraction is 0.15. Figure 2 shows how this fraction
develops between collision scenarios and reveals that in general more water is retained
for “less violent” impacts—for α . 20◦ and v0 . 1.3 vesc almost all water ice stays on
the survivor, for strongly inclined hit-and-go collisions most of the water stays as well.
Generally, an increasing amount of water ice gets lost for smaller collision angles and
higher velocities with a stronger dependency on velocity (impact energy) than on the
angle.
Notable features in Fig. 2 are the downward spikes occurring in the v0 6 1.36 vesc
curves. These are due to a single surviving body that spins very quickly spraying debris
into space and therefore losing large portions of its surface water ice. Again, we refer
to fragment counts and individual scenario descriptions in Maindl et al. (2014) for more
detailed discussions.
3. Conclusions and further research
We further evaluated results from an earlier study comparing the “hydro” and “solid”
models for simulating small to mid scale collisions of planetesimals at moderate energies
(Maindl et al. 2014). Rather than focusing on hydro-solid differences analyzing total
fragment counts and three-biggest-fragment properties we were looking at the number
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Figure 2. Cumulated water content of significant fragments after the collision (mass fraction).
The total water in the system is 15mass-%. The different curves correspond to different collision
velocities v0; vesc is the two-body escape velocity. See text for discussion.
of surviving “significant fragments” and their volatile content. At a qualitative level
the collision outcomes agree with analytic models for (giant) collisions of strengthless
planets (as given e.g., in Leinhardt & Stewart 2012) with some minor shifts of boundaries
between the merging, erosion, and hit-and-run regimes. As expected there is more water
ice surviving the collision for smaller velocities and more inclined impacts. Future studies
will focus on (a) fragment dynamics determining their ability to escape the system’s Hill
sphere and (b) the fate of subsurface water ice inclusions as opposed to an icy shell.
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